
IS EDUCATION WORTH THE EXPENSIVE PRICE

Why going to the most expensive colleges might not be worth it Opinions differ on the value of an elite college
education. For example, the University of Chicago has the highest cost of attendance: $70,

Footing the college bill can be a tough pill to swallow when you couple the costs with the fact that we may see
graduates around us out of work. But in a heated race for students, these rankings get the attention of college
administrators, who push faculty to focus on research and pay star professors accordingly. The material on this
site may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior written
permission of New Jersey On-Line LLC. Barrow states that college still worth wild and there is no evidence of
a downward trend to students attending college due to increasing college tuition. College is not the only
service to have gotten wildly more expensive in recent decades, Feldman and Archibald point out. Jim
McCarthy is an independent certified financial planner who has been working as a financial professional for
over 20 years. The ROI on a college degree Attending college is not only an investment of money, but time,
stress, and work. And college is a service delivered mostly by workers with college degreesâ€”whose salaries
have risen more dramatically than those of low-skilled service workers over the past several decades. In fact, a
third of developed countries offer college free of charge to their citizens. Make sure to ask whether their
generous need-based financial aid for freshmen is exactly the same for transfer students. But in my opinion, it
is the student who propels themselves. Holekamp: Most universities publish their job placement statistics and
depending on your major the differences can be significant. Better yet, how many adults perform a
cost-benefit analysis when they purchase a new car or house? A college education is valued because of.
Higher education remains the primary institution offsetting the trend and teaching unskilled individuals
technological skills. Q: Can you negotiate? Harberson: Coming out of Harvard has a lot of cache in the
business and educational world. Harberson: Negotiation is a bad word in the eyes of financial aid officers. And
living away from home is expensive, with or without a lazy river. I interviewed Cliff Holekamp, a successful
businessman and business professor about this quandary. Things change.


